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The series’ most exciting update comes in the form of a new AI system - “The Journey.” FIFA 22
introduces “The Journey,” a single player narrative that features a cutscene that reflects the
emotional journey of the player, making him or her feel like a true professional footballer. Players
will have to choose their own game-changing moment. The choices will have lasting
consequences, affecting the course of the player’s journey, and a new level of realism. The Journey
– featuring the signature character voice of Harrison Houde – is a unique story mode that offers
replayability, featuring branching multiple endings and challenges, based on the player’s decisions
and actions. The Journey takes the player through an exciting story that will let them experience
the emotions of a young footballer as he or she endures moments of glory, heartbreak and joy.
The Journey will also see the introduction of Dynamic Moments, in which critical moments during a
game can change the outcome. The player’s choices can make a decisive difference, for example
in the penalty shoot-out, when an off-balance shot from the goalkeeper will trigger a decisive
moment in the battle for the golden boot. In the tactical Offence and Defence modes, the player
can change the momentum of an entire match by altering the team composition and play style. All
of this is complemented by Real Player Motion Technology, along with “animated” player and ball
physics. The animation is described as “real time” and matches the complex movements of the
player. The animated nature of the player is said to be reflected in the physics of the game. Real
Player Motion Technology allows players to wield any type of ball in any type of match scenario,
from free kicks to corner kicks. Players will be able to drive the ball just as they do in a match. In
addition, players will be able to dribble the ball by swerving at the ball for more powerful shots.
Powered by the new AI and real-life data to create unprecedented player interaction, the new
engine also employs “adaptive learning” that enables new gameplay concepts for all skill levels –
even for FIFA veterans. The new engine will be able to create gameplay that leads to success and
stability – even in tough situations. Developed in collaboration with Ubi Soft, FIFA 22 will have
hundreds of new animations, from kick-offs to free kicks, along with
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Features Key:

Skin Deep
Matchday Programmingschemes
Visual Design
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EA SPORTS FIFA is one of the biggest sports series of all time, with more than 100M registered
players worldwide and Madden Football. Every year you're invited to catch the most authentic
soccer experience on your console. Join the real-life stories of superstars and coach the next
generation of FIFA players, who can do it all with the best-selling FIFA Ultimate TeamTM gameplay,
which lets you acquire and play with the world's biggest and most-powerful football stars. FIFA
aims to offer a rich experience, in which your decisions shape the outcome of the game and
influence the course of FIFA events. Key Game Features Real-life Player Creation -- Roll the dice
and decide which player to create. Using a wide variety of tactics and role models, you can build
the perfect squad. -- Roll the dice and decide which player to create. Using a wide variety of
tactics and role models, you can build the perfect squad. Our Game Engine -- Is the foundation of
our game design. We built the engine from the ground up and today we can do things with it we
could never have imagined. -- Is the foundation of our game design. We built the engine from the
ground up and today we can do things with it we could never have imagined. FIFA Ultimate Team
-- Each year, you can build, upgrade and train all your players and acquire over 400 different ways
to play the game. -- Each year, you can build, upgrade and train all your players and acquire over
400 different ways to play the game. Career Mode -- Lead your team from the grass roots to the
international stage, and join the most exciting league in the world, the UEFA Champions League. --
Lead your team from the grass roots to the international stage, and join the most exciting league
in the world, the UEFA Champions League. 14 different national teams -- Choose a team from
Argentina, Brazil, England, Germany, Italy, Mexico, Portugal, South Korea, Spain, the U.S., and
more. -- Choose a team from Argentina, Brazil, England, Germany, Italy, Mexico, Portugal, South
Korea, Spain, the U.S., and more. Play as a Pro -- Play with friends as one of over 100 licensed Real
Player Motion (RPM) athletes. -- Play with friends as one of over 100 licensed Real Player Motion
(RPM) athletes. FIFA Moments -- Play Through FIFA Moments, including the UEFA Champions
League and the FIFA bc9d6d6daa
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Rediscover your love for creating your own dream team in a bigger, more authentic fantasy
experience. Build your dream team, compete against your friends and the community, and trade,
sell or retire players to create your very own dream team. Game-Specific Modes Defending – The
defending mode gives you more control over how you organize and manage your team to score
and win the game. Defending involves controlling the whole field through the air and on the
ground, and with just one button you’ll be able to switch sides. The defending experience will also
be unique in each game type – 4 vs 4, 5v5, 8v8 and Ultimate Team. In each mode, you’ll build your
team up to five players, play the whole match, and win or lose on your performance. For the
ultimate end to the defending experience, you’ll be able to use modifiers, find new techniques and
abilities to help achieve your dream footballing goals. 3v3 Tournament – Play a group of friendly
matches in three different game modes and compete for the FIFA trophy in a fun game
experience. Final Ball -FIFA is taking fans’ enjoyment to a new level with ‘Final Ball’. With more
options to upgrade and make your players stronger, the ball will be easier to control for more fans
to get involved. The ball physics, interaction, strength and roughness have been carefully
balanced to offer a real football experience on all field types. New features and effects include the
capability to play faster and more dynamic movements, ball accuracy and the ability to control
power. NEW SPORTS – FIFA 22 will include several new and unique sports, including Australian
Rules Football, Curling, Motorcycle Racing, Skateboarding, and Volleyball. Bicycle Ball – The
Brazuca, the official ball of the FIFA World Cup™ and the Olympic Football Tournament Rio 2016, is
the first FIFA ball to be made of a smooth material. Thanks to this technology, the ball behaves
differently than previous models, not only during gameplay but also while being held by players or
equipment. Players will notice a more lively and precise feeling on the ball. Alongside that, the ball
has more friction than other games, which means it spins more effortlessly. This new model will be
available in all FIFA games. New Team Styles – FIFA 22 will also include several new team styles,
including the Brazil Fusion Team, the Argentina Dreadnoughts, the Colombia Sharks,
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What's new:

Change the Game.
Improved player and club AI.
Simplicity and Style.
Player Movement/Interaction and Goal Kicks.
Beeper Buffs.
Pitch-perfect Physics.
Category Guidelines and Credits.
Player Traits and Goal Styles.
Dynamic Weather.
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EA SPORTS FIFA 22 is the first release in the FIFA series by EA SPORTS™. This entry in the
franchise revolutionizes soccer video games and the FIFA franchise with fundamental gameplay
advancements, a new generation of players, teams, and stadiums, and a host of improved tools
for matchmaking and gameplay. FIFA puts the players, the ball and the world in the hands of the
game's most accomplished footballers and most improved team, including those on Xbox One and
Windows 10. What does the FIFA series offer? EA SPORTS FIFA 22 matches today's players against
tomorrow's players with more players, faster and smarter AI, new modes, match mechanics and
official kits. The game also features a more open and responsive transfer market, new leagues,
increased customization and more ways to build your own teams. New Player Generation and AI
The biggest leap forward in this year's game comes in the form of new, authentic player
movement and intelligence. FIFA 22 introduces a new player lifecycle where each player will have
his own lifecycle and age that will affect both his speed and movement pattern. In order to
understand the different patterns of movement throughout a player's lifecycle, the game uses EA's
leading sports science and gameplay data to create a new AI that will catch players and run with
the ball. Players can be tracked on the pitch to determine when to attack, when to build up play
and how to deal with new challenges, turning what was once a stagnant experience into a game of
exhilarating strategy. Roster EA SPORTS FIFA 22 will see over 500 players, including over 90
Legends. The roster of players will include new and returning superstars like Neymar, Dani Alves,
Michael Owen, Cesc Fabregas, Marco Reus, Paul Pogba, Alexis Sanchez and others. EA SPORTS will
also continue to feature the "game changing" players from last year's FIFA 21: Ronaldo, Messi,
Iniesta, Bale and Kaka. With over 500 players coming to FIFA 22, you can customize your squad
with your favorite global players and teams, or choose to create a new club from scratch. You can
then purchase players, manage your team, build your stadium and compete in matches, all in the
new match engine. Instant Matchmaking FIFA 22 introduces instant matchmaking, which sets up
friendly matches before you even hit the pitch. The new feature allows players to jump into
matches and take advantage of the instant matchmaking system, whether that means playing
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System Requirements For Fifa 22:

Windows: OS version: 8.1 (build 18362) Processor: 3.2 GHz Dual Core processor RAM: 8 GB
Graphics: DirectX 11-compatible video card with 1 GB of RAM Storage: 600 MB available space
Optimus: Display
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